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Acknowledgement of Country

As we gather for this meeting physically dispersed and virtually constructed let 
us take a moment to reflect the meaning of place and doing so recognise the 
various traditional lands on which we do our business today.

We acknowledge the Elders – past, present and emerging of all the land we 
work and live on and their Ancestral Spirits with gratitude and respect.

I acknowledge the people of the Kulin nations, the traditional owners of the land 
on which I am meeting with you from today.
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Outline

§ Software Engineering & humans
§ Examples from our work

– Human-centric, domain-specific visual models for non-technical experts to specify and 
generate apps and data analysis applications 

– Personality impact on aspects of software development
– Incorporating end user emotions into software requirements engineering for eHealth apps
– Fog-based workflow performance analysis
– Visualising smart city data
– Deploying computation and managing caching for next-generation edge apps
– Human-centric privacy requirements in smart buildings

§ Outstanding challenges, issues 
§ Future directions
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Problems if we don’t include human perspective…

§ Gender bias – UIs, seat belts, health app
§ Ethnic bias – over-recommend minorities for search, don’t recognize faces
§ Culture bias – inappropriate words, phrases, colours, icons, workflow
§ Language bias – over-technical, wrong dialect, impersonal
§ Age bias – too complex, too simple, inappropriate words, symbols, workflow
§ Physical challenge bias – guesture, sound, sight, voice inappropriate
§ Cognitive challenge bias – raise anxiety, poor fit to mental model
§ Enjoyment bias – boring, unengaging, distracting
§ Emotional bias – stressful, anxiety-inducing, frightening
§ Personality bias – workflow, lack of engagement, disconnectedAll Can Apply to TEAM and USERS!!!
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§ Software Engineering & humans
§ Examples from our work
§ Outstanding challenges, issues 
§ Future directions
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Human-centric, domain-specific visual models (DSVLs)

§ Idea: complex models hard to work with for developers
– And non-develpers!!

§ Represent using more ”human-centric” way – visual metaphors, 
visual constructs – “like what sketch on a napkin in a café…” J

§ We have a (very) large body of work on this:
– DSVL Platforms – MViews, JViews, Pounamu, Marama, Horus, …
– Software Engineering uses – Design tool generators, software architecture, 

performance engineering, user interfaces, requirements, testing, software 
visualisations, traceability, …

– “End-user” Application modelling and generation – Statistical Design 
Language, Report Generation Language, Mobile Health App generation, 
Business processes, Music, Games, Visual Wikis, Data analytics, …

Design

Tools Methods
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Example #1: Mobile Health app generation

§ Scenario: want to model, generate range of eHealth apps
§ Mobile phone-based personal health care planning applications
§ Two meta-models with associated DVSLs: Visual Health Care Planning 

Language, Visual Care Application Model
§ Model generic care plan with a visual DSVL tool
§ Configure generic care plan for individual
§ Model mobile app UI for individual from tailored care plan with a visual DSVL 

tool
§ Generate Flash, Windows Mobile, iPhone app code 
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VHCPL
 

Q: How do we incorporate diverse end user 

needs e.g. age, culture, gender, language, …
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Example #2: BiDaML

§ Scenario: developing new data analytics solution
§ Traditionally: domain experts can’t talk to data scientists can’t talk to software 

engineers can’t talk to end users…
§ Alternative: a common set high->low level modelling visual languages
§ Visual models include brainstorming diagrams, task diagrams, technique 

diagrams, data diagrams, deployment diagrams…
§ Applied with various companies e.g. 
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BiDaML example – VicRoads data traffic flow analysis 

Traffic.docx 3.3.2020 
 3 (23) 

 

 

Traffic: Diagrams 
 

 
 
 
Brainstorming diagram name: Traffic Prediction Brainstorming Diagram 
Diagram definition:  
 
Data diagram name: Origin Destination Data Diagram 
Diagram definition:  
 
Data diagram name: Traffic Historical Data Diagram 
Diagram definition:  
 
Data diagram name: Traffic Modelling Data Diagram 
Diagram definition:  
 
Data diagram name: Traffic Output Data Diagram 
Diagram definition:  
 
Data diagram name: Traffic realtime Data Diagram 
Diagram definition:  
 
Deployment diagram name: Traffic Prediction Deployment Diagram 
Diagram definition:  
 
Process diagram name: Traffic Prediction Process Diagram 
Diagram definition:  
 
Technique diagram name: Live Prediction Technique Diagram 
Diagram definition:  
 
Technique diagram name: Traffic Data Engineering Technique Diagram 
Diagram definition:  
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Traffic Origin Destination: Data 
 

 
 
 
Code file/Model name: Optimise fit 
 
Data name: Origin-Destination Matrix 
 
Data name: Recent 15 Minute Volume Average (.csv) 
 
Task Name: Optimisation / Simulation 
Task definition:  
 
Task Name: Origin-Destination inference 
Task definition:  
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Traffic: Brainstorming 
 

 
 
 
Comment: Aimsun 
 
Comment: MyTardis 
 
Comment: Scats Converter 
 
Operation:                                                AIOps 
 
Operation:                                                BusinessOps 
 
Operation:                                                DataOps 
 
Operation:                                                DevOps 
 
Problem: Traffic Flow Prediction / Responses 
Problem Definition:  
 
Task Name: (Near) Realtime calibration 
Task definition:  
 
Task Name: Clean / aggregate data 
Task definition: Research Project to Impute 
 
Task Name: Convert binary data to open format 
Task definition:  
 
Task Name: Define traffic network performance indicator / metrics 
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Traffic Output: Data 
 

 
 
 
Report name: Control Policy (e.g. adjust signal timing / Dynamic Lanes) 
 
Report name: Flow Prediction 
 
Report name: Simulated vehicle trajectories 
 
Report name: Traffic Congestion Prediction 
 
Report name: What-If Analysis (Possible future outcomes conditioned on traffic policy) 
 
Task Name: Periodically re-execute workflow 
Task definition:  
 

Q: How do we incorporate diverse end user 

needs e.g. emotions, age, culture, gender, language, …
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Incorporating end user emotions into software requirements engineering

§ People use software
§ Software is designed to help people perform tasks, solve 

problems
§ But – people react to software / tasks / situations in various ways
§ One (under-researched) way is emotional reactions to software 

usage
§ Incorporating emotions / emotional reactions into software 

requirements, design, evaluation
§ Applying to eHealth systems: smart homes, dementia training 

apps, chatbot design

Requirements
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Example: requirements for the Smart Home

 
Figure 1. SofiHub’s Emotion Model 

 
 
 

Figure 2.  Goal Model for SofiHub 
 

The goal model was then used during discussions with the designers and developers 
of SofiHub. Each emotional goal was mapped to functionality or design feature of the 
system. For example, in order to ensure that the system fit in the lifestyle of people, the 
system was designed to be non-intrusive with small devices (sensors) installed within the 
house and requiring very limited input from the user. It is similar to a smoke alarm 
detector within a house. 

To verify and validate the approach taken to achieve the SofiHub smart home, two 
sets of trials have been carried out to date. The initial deployment of SofiHub was in- 
stalled and tested in ten homes of elderly people, for twelve weeks. A set of 
questionnaires and interviews were used as data collection tool prior to the trial, mid trial 
and at the end of the trial. The data collected throughout the trial was analysed using our 
emotion-oriented content analysis approach.  
This provided insight into SofiHub’s technical functions as well as its ability to meet 
users’ emotional goals. From this trial, we learned that the participants had a positive 
response to having SofiHub in their home. 
In particular, users reported that they felt safer, cared about, reassured, supported, less 
lonely and that the technology was well integrated in their lives. Key features that 
assisted these feelings were the periodic dialogue initiated by SofiHub, contextual 
reminders, re- minders and checks on wellbeing using learned behaviours, and the sense 
that SofiHub “knew” about the elderly person’s key needs and activities, rather than 
being a one-size- fits-all solution. The refinements made to SofiHub from this first trial 

How model, use other human aspects e.g.

Age, gender, culture, physical challenges, …
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Reporting usability defects

§ Software typically has a bunch of “defects”
§ Functional and non-functional
§ One under-researched non-functional area are usability defects

– Problems with how users interact with the software
§ How do we currently find, report, fix these?
§ How can we improve the reporting?
§ Better understand current reporting needs: survey, repository 

mining, observation
§ New usability defect taxonomy to better characterise usability 

defects
§ New usability defect reporting tool

Testing

Users
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Usability Defect Taxonomy & Reporting 

!

!

Interface 

Interaction 

Functionality 

Manipulation 

Audibleness 

Information 
presentation 

Visualness 

Object (screen) appearance 

Object (screen) layout 

Object (screen) state 

Data presentation 

Object (screen) naming and 
labeling 

Non-message feedback 

Error, notification and 
feedback message 

Voice and sound 

Audio cues 

Text and feedback in speech 

Keyboard press 

Mouse click 

Finger touch 

Voice control 

Scrolling mechanism 

Defect 

Task execution 

Action 

Reversibility  

Feedback 

Drag and drop 

On screen text and results 

Zooming 

Menu structure 

User Difficulty 

Failure Qualifier 

Human emotion 

Overlooked 

Better way 

Irrelevant 

Incongruent 
mental model 

Missing 

Wrong 

Task 

Adapted from Lelli et al., 2015 

Adapted from Keenan, 1999 

Adapted from Geng et al., 2014 

Adapted from Harkke et al., 2015 

Classification adaptation: 

Adapted from Vilbergsdóttir et al., 2006 

Our proposed categories 

How support more human-centric feedback 

AND developers understanding issues…
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Fog Application Performance

§ Need to deploy large scale sensor applications on edge/fog
§ We have particular interest in workflow systems on cloud / 

edge / fog platforms
§ Earlier work did extensive analysis on cloud…
§ …but how does fog deployment differ?
§ E.g. workflow in scientific app for running a smart lab 

infrastructure, industry 4.0 infrastructure…

Testing

Users
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FogWorkflowSim

1 2

3

Main page of FogWorkflowSim

1
2

Fog Environment Setting page

Algorithm Setting page
Summary of experimental results

What impact might different human factors

have e.g. data privacy, security, transparency…
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Deploying large edge-based applications

§ How do we optimally distribute compute & data on large edge-
based applications?

§ How do we distribute users, based on human aspects & 
functional requirements?

§ How do we cache data to optimize performance, again based 
on human aspects and functional requirements?

§ How do we adapt at run-time as movement, changing 
functions, new devices/edge servers etc. change?

Design

Users
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§ Set of cloud services, edge 
servers, edge devices

§ Set of services, data sets
§ Set of users
§ Overlapping edge servers, data, 

services, users…
§ How allocate services, data, users 

to optimize esp over 5G 
connections…

1

Dynamic User Allocation in Stochastic Edge

Computing Systems

Phu Lai, Qiang He, Xiaoyu Xia, Feifei Chen, Mohamed Abdelrazek, John Grundy, John Hosking, and

Yun Yang

Abstract—Edge computing (EC) is a new distributed computing paradigm where edge servers are deployed at, or near cellular base

stations in close proximity to end-users. This offers computing resources at the edge of the network, facilitating a highly accessible

platform for real-time, latency-sensitive services. A typical EC environment is highly stochastic with random user arrivals and

departures over time. In this paper, we address the user allocation problem from a service provider’s perspective, who needs to

allocate its users to the cloud or edge servers in a specific area. A user, who has a multi-dimensional resource requirement, can be

allocated to either the remote cloud, which incurs a high latency, or an edge server, which results in a low latency but might require the

user to wait in a queue. This paper aims to achieve a controllable trade-off between performance (throughput) and several associated

costs such as queuing delay and latency costs. We model this problem as a stochastic optimization problem, propose SUAC

(Stochastic User AlloCation) – an online Lyapunov optimization-based algorithm, and prove its performance bounds. The experimental

results demonstrate that SUAC outperforms existing approaches, effectively allocating users with a desired trade-off while keeping the

system strongly stable.

Index Terms—Edge computing, user allocation, Lyapunov optimization, resource allocation

F

1 INTRODUCTION

IN recent years, edge computing (EC) has been introduced
to tackle a major challenge in cloud computing – unpre-

dictable and high latency, which is holding back the devel-
opment of latency-sensitive applications and services such
as VR/AR, smart cities, critical system warning, healthcare
and so on. In an EC environment, numerous edge servers
are distributed at, or near cellular base stations or access
points [1], which are much closer to end-users compared to
remote cloud servers. Thus, this new distributed computing
paradigm remarkably reduces end-to-end latency. A service
provider such as Uber or YouTube can deploy its services on
edge servers to better serve its users [2]. To minimize non-
service areas, i.e., the areas that are not covered by any edge
server, the coverage areas of adjacent edge servers usually
partially overlap [3]. Fig. 1 depicts an example of an EC
system in a small area.

In an edge computing environment, the edge user allo-
cation (EUA) problem has arisen as a critical problem that
challenges service providers [4], [5], [6], [7]. As thin clients,
e.g., mobile or IoT devices, are not capable of executing
computationally demanding tasks, they will be allocated
to cloud servers or edge servers, which are more powerful
and able to process those tasks. A service provider needs to
decide where to allocate its users so that some optimization

• P. Lai, Q. He, and Y. Yang are with the School of Software and Electrical
Engineering, Swinburne University of Technology, 3122, Australia. E-
mail: tlai, qhe, yyang@swin.edu.au.

• X. Xia, F. Chen and M. Abdelrazek are with the School of Informa-
tion Technology, Deakin University, 3125, Australia. E-mail: xiaoyu.xia,
feifei.chen, mohamed.abdelrazek@deakin.edu.au.

• J. Grundy is with the School of Information Technology, Monash Univer-
sity, 3168, Australia. E-mail: john.grundy@monash.edu.

• J. Hosking is with the School of Science, University of Auckland, Auck-
land, New Zealand. E-mail: j.hosking@auckland.ac.nz.

User 1
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server 1

User 2

User 3

User 4
User 5

Edge 
server 2

Edge 
server 3

Service provider decision: 
Edge User Allocation – 
where to allocate User 2? 
Edge server 1, Edge server 2, 
or the remote cloud?

?
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Fig. 1: An example EC system

objectives are achieved. In an EUA scenario, each user
consumes a specific amount of computing resources, e.g.,
CPU, RAM, storage, and bandwidth, on an edge server or
a cloud server once allocated. An edge server will not be
able to serve a user if it does not meet that user’s resource
requirement. In this paper, we focus on non-preemptive
allocation [8], [9] – allocation without interrupting ongoing
services of allocated users, i.e., it is not possible to reallocate
allocated users.

Ideally, all end-users in a specific geographic area should
be allocated to edge servers in their proximity. However, a
service provider can only hire a relatively small amount of
computing resources since an edge server usually has a very
limited computing capacity [10], [11]. It is thus not always

What impact might different human factors

have e.g. data/service distribution, privacy, security, …
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Visualising smart city data in human-centric ways

§ Smart cities generate heaps data
§ Sources include cloud, edge services but also humans
§ Integration with traditional system data adds even more…

§ What data will help operators, planners to make better decisions?
§ What data is useful for citizens?
§ How do we manage large scale distribution, privacy, security, scalability…?

Tools

Users
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PedaViz

Figure 1: The user interface with controls and legends. (a) Date selection control, (b) Event control, (c) Hour selection control
and animation button, (d) Thematic map, (e) 24-hour radial visual metaphor encoding pedestrian count per hour and daily
temperature, (f) Temperature legend and (g) Sensor location categories legend.

data in urban planning domain. Our work addresses this challenge
using the city of Melbourne as a case study.

3.2 Radial Visual Metaphors in Applications
One of the earliest depiction of radial visual metaphors in encod-
ing data dates back to the 1858, when Florence Nightingale [2]
visualised the monthly number of deaths that occurred from pre-
ventable diseases, wounds, and those due to other causes during the
Crimean war. Since then, radial-like visual metaphors have been
shown to be well suited for depicting cyclic phenomena [2].

Recently, researchers have adapted the radial visual metaphor to
visualise data in various domains. ClockMap [8] combines a circular
nested treemap layout with a circular glyph representation for dis-
playing hierarchical time series data. Kintzel et al. [11] introduced
ClockView to display activity over time of thousands of hosts in
computer networks. Another work with a similar approach is that
of Seebacher et al. [21] They overlaid a radial glyph on a map to vi-
sualise spatio-temporal event prediction. Their visualisation allows
researchers in the �eld of viticulture and biology to investigate the
spread dynamics of invasive species. However, our work di�ers
from these others because it is a application study applied to spatio-
temporal visualisation challenges in urban planning domain and
the radial visual metaphor encodes two di�erent cyclic quantities
i.e. hour-level temporal attributes and daily temperature.

4 VISUALISATION DESIGN
PedaViz’s adopted visual components are discussed below. An ex-
ample screenshot of the prototype in use for visualising City of
Melbourne pedestrian count data is shown in Figure 1.

Visual Component 1: Thematic Map.
(Exercise 1), each sensor is depicted by a circle coloured based

on the location’s category. These categories and colours are listed
in Figure 1(g). Each circle is positioned on the map using the geo-
graphic coordinates attributes (longitude and latitude of the sensor).
Area of the circles is proportional to the overall hourly count of
people recorded by the sensors in each location of the city. Loca-
tions with similar activities have been grouped together as shown
in Figure 1(d & g).

Thematic maps are useful for analysing proportions over geo-
graphic areas [3]. Although analysis involving statistical propor-
tions can be explored with diverse non-cartographic visualisations
such as line graphs, other tasks involving investigation of changing
spatio-temporal attributes are better shown with maps [3]. The
thematic map provides a useful context to the user in determining
the actual locations of the sensors in the city.

Visual Component 2: 24-Hour Radial Visual Metaphor.
(Exercise 2 & 3), When a circle is hovered over or selected,

it expands into a 24-sided radial polygon where each side of the
polygon represents an hour. The length of each side corresponds to
the hourly counts relative to each location as shown in Figure 1(e). In
order to reduce occlusion, the opacity of the polygons was reduced.
This makes it visible and yet transparent enough to see underlying
location points. The colour of the 24-sided radial polygon Figure 1(f)
corresponds to the hourly daily temperature and aligns with the
colour gradient standard generally depicted in various weather
visualisations - red for warmer temperature and blue for cooler
temperature.

We adopted the radial layout because it is well suited to encod-
ing cyclic phenomena such as hour-level temporal attribute [2].

What impact might different human aspects

have e.g. culture, language, age, mobility, …
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Privacy requirements for smart buildings

§ Smart buildings have wide range of edge devices and servers
§ Have a wide range of end users with wide range of human aspects
§ Want to support informed privacy consent
§ Developed new model, architecture and prototype
§ Want to simulate with large number of (diverse) users

Requirements

Users
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support users’ privacy decisions by redirecting them into the ”right direction”. In designing the nudge content,
we considered the concept of protection motivation theory(PMT) [20] [21], herd behaviour [22], social norms [23],
privacy paradox [4] and privacy calculus theories [23] to enhance user awareness; assess privacy risks; share good
practice; motivate users to review and possibly adjust privacy settings. Furthermore, the ICME actively manage
di↵erent types of users, devices and their preferences in a shared environment. It also supports di↵erent hierarchical
setups of users and locations.

We used Node-RED, a graphics-based coding platform for implementing smart space automation operations to
configure and remotely control commercial or IoT device interfaces on a network with accurately written functions
and data flows. We have been inspired by the setup of our own HumaniSE lab and integrated its floor map to
the live dashboard. As shown in figure 2, ICME dashboard represents digitisation of the physical world in a single
interface that can access and control a given environment. Then, we designed our data flows, including seven
smart light interfaces, four smart door lock interfaces, two smart TV interfaces, and five smart temperature sensor
interfaces for this smart o�ce space. To incorporate with the design, we have currently written and deployed three
APIs on an AWS instance (a) to trigger events of IoT devices; (b) to generate nudges and; (c) record user’s privacy
permission changes. Finally, the nudge visualisation is performed with an integration of a mobile application.

Figure 1: Solution overview diagram
Figure 2: Advanced Data visualisation in Node-Red Dashboard for
multiple sensors with floor map integration

Timeline (1 year) — We will commence the research in June 2021. During the first six months, we expect to (a)
obtain ethics approval, (b) configure the purchased IoT devices in the HumaniSE lab, (c) analyse test data at least
for one month under diverse and robust user-defined conditions, (d) perform rule base nudging for target profiles,
(e) implement a compiled nudging heat-map, (f) measure the e↵ectiveness of nudges in improving user behaviour
and (g) evolve risk profiles dynamically for multiple use cases. Finally, we intend to enhance the design with a series
of test cases, usability tests and conduct field trials over the remaining six months.

Expected outcomes —There is a market failure in the IoT spectrum where neither the manufacturer nor the consumer
has any incentive to act or demand better. Notably, it relates to connected devices that are not transparent in
terms of what data is being transmitted and how it is subsequently being used and by whom? Resolving this
will require cross-collaboration facilitation between researchers, consumers, academics, governments, and industry,
although the incentive for such collaboration possibly will not materialise until after the divulgence of even more
privacy scandals. Therefore, the expected outcome of this research is to deliver a robust and threat-resilient
smart building/o�ce privacy-preserving framework, comprising architecture and design for consent
management, to mitigate the privacy paradox. This ICME will naturally evolve by taking into consideration
di↵erent users’ privacy requirements. Thus, such an emerging consent engine will foster a fair, secured, and connected
society where individuals can have greater control over their data. Finally, following a comprehensive examination
of the consent model, a detailed set of recommendations will be provided for relevant stakeholders in
improving the privacy of their delivered services.

References
[1] Matt Ernst. Iot for smart buildings isn’t what you think it is - iot for all - medium. https://medium.com/iotforall/
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End-user development of solutions – lets get rid of software engineers J

§ Scenario: complex XML or EDI message format; want to translate 
into a different format; then process e.g. data wrangling, 
harmonization J

§ Traditionally: write QVT/ATL/XSLT/code to do
§ Alternative: model transformation visually and generate these 

transformation implementations
§ Meta-model = source/target and mappings
§ Visual models might include forms, trees, concrete data 

visualisations
§ Model-driven Engineering = generate XSLT, ATL, Code (C++, 

Java),…
§ We have developed various approaches to this…

Tools

Users

Design
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CONVErT – by-example based data mapping/integration/visualisation

26

Q: How do we incorporate diverse end user 

needs e.g. age, background, language, …?
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§ Software Engineering & humans
§ Examples from our work
§ Outstanding challenges, issues 
§ Future directions
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Challenges ; Outstanding issues

§ Often software engineers don’t understand / appreciate human aspects of SE
§ Neither it seems do MBIE (NZ) or ARC (Australia) grant Assessors…. L

– So saying – perhaps my ARC Laureate and last Discovery grant are counter-examples J

§ Designing and conducting experiments is hard, time-consuming
§ Often need access to practitioners ; convincing them/their bosses can also 

be a challenge
§ Many issues not yet well explored, but increasing interest in SE community
§ I find them more challenging – but also in many ways more interesting –

projects than the purely technical ones I do
§ Recruiting (very good) students / post-docs to work on can be hard, but I’ve 

been pretty lucky to date…
§ IMO – good research in these areas can make a major difference to practice
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How we are tackling (some of) these issues…

§ Human-centric
– Living lab co-creation space idea
– Personality, emotions, physical and mental 

challenges, gender, age, culture, language, …
– Model these aspects of requirements, design 

solutions using Domain-Specific Visual Languages 
(DSVLs)

– Reason about completeness of models for diverse 
end users of software applications

§ Model-driven
– Incorporate these human aspects into code 

generators
– Auto-adapt produced applications to different end-

user needs, implicitly (learned) and explicitly 
(configured)

– Requirements-based testing of generated applications

“Living Lab” 
Agile, co-creation between software engineers & users

DSVL-based 
code generators

Generated
Software

…….
….
..

Human-
centric 
testing 

and
user 

feedback

Set of DSVL-
based 

requirements, 
extraction & 

modelling tools

Extended 
design-level

models & tools

Users & developers
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Summary

§ Human aspects of Software Engineering are fascinating!!
§ There is lots of scope for work here
§ Can apply other discipline approaches, knowledge – Information Systems, 

Social Sciences, etc
§ Ultimately humans PRODUCE software and humans USE software
§ Incorporating human perspectives critical to improve software and its 

production
§ Smart cities applications e.g. traffic analysis & control ; smart homes and 

buildings ; very large scale edge/fog applications a challenging domain to 
address these in – diverse end users & developers ; complex ; evolving
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Questions…
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